Bespoke Winter Ski Collection
by Foil Skis
For those ski lovers who also desire a luxury lifestyle, then
why not look your best at all times? Foil Skis announced their
winter ski collection for the 2015/2016 ski season.
Living a luxury alpine lifestyle is a privilege that few get
to truly experience. If you want the ultimate ski performance
along with fine Italian craftsmanship, then Foil Skis hopes
you enjoy the best of the best.
Achieve perfection on the snow with these stylish skis that
were introduced at the King Cole Bar in the St. Regis Hotel in
New York City. The new ski collection comes from a
collaboration with Foil Skis, Ruinart Champagne and St. Regis
Deer Valley Resort.
The new ski collection is available in two different styles.
The first is the “Classico“, which is an all-mountain ski. The
second option is the “Riserva”, which is a slalom ski.
These new Foil Skis come in different finishes. Choose from
Blond African Rosewood (Bianco), dark African Rosewood (Moca),
Mahogany (Rossastro), in addition to the 8000-year-old Bog Oak
(Oro Nero).
The bindings of the luxury skis are custom, high performance
and made with brushed aluminum, nickel-plated, platinumplated, plus luxurious 14k gold-plated.
Foil Skis are proud to be the winner of the 2014/2015 World
Ski Test. They won in the “New Entrant” category. The luxury
ski brand combines the highest precision craftsmanship along
with aesthetical appeal. Foil Skis was founded by Alessandro
Marchi. The ski brand started business in Italy, between
Trieste and the scenic Austrian Alps.

Each Foil Skis package includes the following – customized
high-performance bindings, hand-stitched poles plus a gorgeous
travel bag that has been made from the finest full-grain
leather.
To add a touch of personalization to your new skis, your
initials can be engraved on beautiful medallion located on the
back of the skis. You also have the option of including your
personal monogram on the travel bag that comes with your
luxury skis.

Ski in luxury style with your pair
of bespoke skis from Foil Skis. The
Life of Luxury can help you arrange
the purchase and even plan a
special ski vacation anywhere in
the world. Just pick your dream ski
destination of choice. Stop by
again to follow this luxury blog
for more new products and gift
ideas.
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